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ABSTRACT
Unintended bias in Machine Learning can manifest as systemic
differences in performance for different demographic groups, po-
tentially compounding existing challenges to fairness in society
at large. In this paper, we introduce a suite of threshold-agnostic
metrics that provide a nuanced view of this unintended bias, by
considering the various ways that a classifier’s score distribution
can vary across designated groups. We also introduce a large new
test set of online comments with crowd-sourced annotations for
identity references. We use this to show how our metrics can be
used to find new and potentially subtle unintended bias in existing
public models.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Supervised learning by clas-
sification;Model verification and validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Evaluating the predictions of models is an essential part of machine
learning work, and selecting the appropriate evaluation metrics
for a given task is a central question for researchers in this field.
As machine learning models are being used for an ever-expanding
set of use cases, many have raised concerns about the potential
negative impact of unintended identity-based bias that could be
present in the models [3, 8]. In recent years, significant research
has been published presenting new metrics intended to measure
this unintended bias during model evaluation [4, 7, 10].
Our interest is in improving text classification models used to
identify toxicity in comments from online discussions, but the eval-
uation methods presented here can be applied to a broad range of
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classification applications. “Toxicity”, defined as anything that is
rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable that would make someone want
to leave a conversation, is an inherently complex and subjective clas-
sification task. Machine learning systems, if not constrained, will
often learn the simplest associations that can predict the labels, so
any incorrect associations present in the training data can produce
unintended associations in the final model. Toxicity models specifi-
cally have been shown to capture and reproduce biases common
in society, for example mis-associating the names of frequently
attacked identity groups (such as “gay”, and “muslim” etc.) with
toxicity [5, 17]. This unintended model bias could be due to the
demographic composition of the online user pool, the latent or
overt biases of those doing the labelling, or the very selection and
sampling process used to choose which items to label.
Regardless of the source, we focus on measuring a particular as-
pect of model unfairness - the skewing of classifier scores, and thus
output labels, due to identity related content within the text. We
use a definition of model fairness similar to equality of odds defined
in [10]. As in that work, we assume the existence of a test set with
reliable labels across a range of groups. Given such a test set, we
consider unintended bias to be present in the model if the model
performance, according to relevant performance metrics, varies
across the set of designated groups. It is important to highlight that
the assumption of reliable labels is significant and doesn’t hold in
all use cases. We mitigate the impact of this assumption by demon-
strating our results against both a synthetic test set with labels that
are constructed to be reliable and a large human-annotated test set
with high rating redundancy.
We propose a suite of threshold agnostic performance metrics to
measure the extent of unintended model bias. Many prior methods
for measuring unintended bias in classification systems rely on
selecting a threshold, a choice that can drastically change results. In
practice, classification models often return scores instead of binary
classification decisions, enabling them to be used with a variety
of thresholds or for ordering data. For these models, threshold
dependant metrics can obscure the view of unintended bias and thus
be misleading to practitioners. Threshold agnostic metrics capture
the behavior of the underlying model itself, and thus can allow a
more comprehensive comparison of the model’s performance and
limitations.
While the practice of building machine learning models is sim-
plest when there are single metrics for model comparison, unin-
tended bias in models can be extremely nuanced and varied across
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groups and so single metrics are likely to obfuscate essential infor-
mation. We therefore propose a suite of five metrics, derived from
ROC-AUC, Equality Gap, and Mann-Whitney U metrics, each of
which captures a different aspect of model performance, and a dif-
ferent potential type of unintended bias. Viewing a suite of metrics
across a range of groups will provide much greater insight into the
nuance of unintended bias, and hopefully reveal new opportunities
for mitigating these biases.
We apply these metrics with two test sets, again making the
assumption that the labels are reliable. One is a synthetic test set,
identical to the one presented in [5]. The other, introduced in this
work, is a new human-labeled dataset of nearly 2 million comments,
specifically created for evaluation of unintended bias1. This includes
450,000 comments annotated with the identities that are referenced
in the text.
We demonstrate our proposed metrics and datasets on two pub-
licly accessible models that are trained to detect toxicity in text (pro-
vided by the Perspective API [11].) One of these models is claimed
to be trained using a bias mitigation technique, as described in [5]
and [13]. We show that our metrics and datasets illuminate unin-
tended bias in the original model and provide new insight into the
effectiveness of the bias mitigation between the models.
2 RELATEDWORK
Significant recent work has been published on defining how the
concepts of fairness and unintended bias apply to machine learn-
ing models. Much of this work provides metrics to quantify the
presence of unintended bias according to specific definitions. In [8],
[12], and [15], one can read overviews of several of these metrics
and the relationship and trade-offs between these various metrics.
An industry wide push towards increased transparency about ma-
chine learning data sources, techniques, and evaluation criteria, as
advocated in [16], has underscored the importance of choosing the
right metrics.
Recent works such as [4] and [3] demonstrate the value of these
metrics to highlight the potential for unfair impact with the use
of machine learning models in applications. In addition, several
works, such as [10], [1], [6] and [5] provide techniques intending
to mitigate bias in machine learning models. While out of the scope
of this work, effective unintended bias measurement is essential to
measure progress in bias mitigation.
[17] focuses on measuring and reducing the gender-based bias
specifically. In addition to using an approach from [5], they intro-
duce measure of the false positive and negative equality gaps, very
similar to [1], that measure the different between the true positive
rates between the subgroup and the overall background.
This is a relaxation of the equalized odds fairness constraint
presented in [10] that can serve as a metric only for a classifier
that produces binary labels. However, many models produce a
probability distribution. As these probability scores may be used in
a variety of ways or with a variety of thresholds, the Equality Gap
falls short for many purposes, as it evaluates the model only at one
specific threshold.
1https://git.io/fhpcC
The related work on counterfactual fairness [9] proposes a num-
ber of techniques to reduce classifiers affinity for assigning attrib-
uted features to identity terms. As before, the equality gap is mea-
sured for a particular threshold chosen to maximize the accuracy
over a designated test set.
[5] introduces a threshold agnostic metric for unintended bias,
but a follow up work by the same authors, [2], highlights several
limitations of this metric. Specifically, the metric is not robust to
variations in the class distribution between different identity groups.
In addition, with a single metric, some important information may
be hidden as different types of bias could obscure one another.
Our proposed metrics differ from these early approaches because
they are threshold agnostic, robust to class imbalances in the dataset,
and because they provide more nuanced insight into the types of
bias present in the model, as we will see in Section 3.3.
3 NEWMETRICS
3.1 AUC-Based Metrics
In this section we introduce three new metrics to measure un-
intended bias, based on the Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (ROC-AUC, or AUC) metric. For any classifier,
AUC measures the probability that a randomly chosen negative
example will receive a lower score than a randomly chosen positive
example, i.e. that the two will be correctly ordered. An AUC of 1.0
means that all negative/positive pairs are correctly ordered, with
all negative items receiving lower scores than all positive items.
A core benefit of AUC is that it is threshold agnostic. An AUC of
1.0 also means that it is possible to select a threshold that perfectly
distinguishes between negative and positive examples, i.e. that the
classes are perfectly separable via the model score.
Most metrics for unintended bias rely on dividing the test data
up by identity or demographic based subgroups and computing
metrics for each group. For our metrics, we also divide data by
subgroup. However, instead of calculating metrics on the subgroup
data exclusively, our metrics compare the subgroup to the rest of
the data, which we call the “background” data.
Consider the hypothetical score distributions for an example
model shown in Figure 1. The background score distributions are
shown on the top, with negative examples in green on the left
and positive examples in pink on the right. The second (bottom)
distributions shows scores for examples within a specific identity
subgroup. We can see clearly that the examples within the identity
receive higher scores, both for positive and negative examples. This
score shift is one way that unintended bias can manifest in a model.
In fact, many types of unintended bias can be uncovered by looking
at differences in the score distributions between background data
and data fromwithin a specific identity (although not all differences
imply harmful bias). Using three newmetrics based on AUC, we can
specifically measure variations in the distributions that cause mis-
orderings between negative and positive examples, i.e. variations
that limit the possibility of selecting a single effective threshold.
In the example shown in Figure 1, the dataset is divided into
background and identity subgroups and negative and positive clas-
sifications, creating four distinct subsets: negative examples in the
background, positive examples in the background, negative ex-
amples in the subgroup, and positive examples in the subgroup.
Figure 1: Hypothetical model score distributions for the
background data (top) and one identity subgroup (bottom).
We define three AUCs to measure negative/positive mis-ordering
between these four subsets.
Definition 1. LetD− be the negative examples in the background
set, D+ be the positive examples in the background set, D−д be the
negative examples in the identity subgroup, and D+д be the positive
examples in the identity subgroup.
Subgroup AUC = AUC (D−д + D+д ) (1)
BPSN AUC = AUC (D+ + D−д ) (2)
BNSP AUC = AUC (D− + D+д ) (3)
Table 1 illustrates how each of these three AUCs is constructed
by looking at a different subset of the data. Each of these three AUCs
captures a unique and specific aspect of the model performance:
Subgroup AUC Equation term 1, the calculates AUC on only the
examples from the subgroup. This represents model under-
standing and separability within the subgroup itself.
Background Positive Subgroup Negative (BPSN) AUC Equa-
tion term 2 calculates AUC on the positive examples from the
background and the negative examples from the subgroup.
This value would be reduced when scores for negative exam-
ples in the subgroup are higher than scores for other positive
examples, as in the example in Figure 1. These examples
would likely appear as false positives within the subgroup at
many thresholds.
Background Negative Subgroup Positive (BNSP) AUC Equa-
tion term 3 calculates AUC on the negative examples from
the background and the positive examples from the sub-
group. This value would be reduced when scores for positive
examples in the subgroup are lower than scores for other
negative examples. The examples would likely appear as
false negatives within the subgroup at many thresholds.
Looking at these threemetrics together for any identity subgroup
will reveal how the model fails to correctly order examples in the
test data, and whether these mis-orderings are likely to result in
false positives or false negatives when a threshold is selected.
An important quality of the AUC metric is that it is robust to
data imbalances in the amount of negative and positive examples in
the test set. This is especially relevant when measuring unintended
bias, because in real-world data, the amount of examples in each
identity subgroup, and the balance between negative and positive
examples can vary widely across groups (in fact, this variation
is often a source of bias). Enforcing that for each AUC, either all
negative or all positive examples (or both in Subgroup AUC) come
from one identity group, means that mis-orderings involving that
particular subset cannot be drowned out by results from other
groups, ensuring that these metrics are robust to data imbalances
likely to occur in real data.
3.2 Average Equality Gap
We now introduce two additional threshold agnostic metrics, build-
ing from a strict generalization of the Equality Gap metric.
Figure 2: An illustrative plot of the true positive rate of the
subgroup and background distributions of a hypothetical
classifier. This shaded area can be captured by the AEG.
The Equality Gap is the difference between the true positive
rates of the subgroup (TPR(Dд)) and the background (TPR(D)), at
a specific threshold. Consider 2, which plots these rates against
each other for every possible threshold t , for some hypothetical
classification model. The hypothetical classifier is biased against
the subgroup as TPR(Dд) < TPR(D) at different levels at different
thresholds. The shaded area captures the average bias across all
thresholds for the classifier.
Definition 2 (Positive Average Eqality Gap). For each thresh-
old, t , if you plot the true positive rate of the subgroup as x(t) and the
true positive rate of the background as y(t) then the Positive Average
Equality Gap is the area between the curve (x(t),y(t)) and the line
y = x , i.e.
Positive AEG =
∫ 1
0
(y(t) − x(t)) dx(t) (4)
There is also the analogous definition with true negative rates
in place of true positive ones. This would correspond to the other
component of equalized odds. We call this the Negative Average
Equality Gap. Together, we call the pair the Average Equality Gap
metrics (AEGs).
3.2.1 Relationship to Mann-Whitney U Metrics. Another way to
generalize the Equality Gap metric is from the perspective of the
separability of the score distributions, similar to the AUC met-
rics in the previous section. With the AUC metrics, we measured
Unintended Bias Metrics
AUCs Average Equality Gaps
Subgroup Background Positive Background Negative Negative Positive
AUC Subgroup Negative Subgroup Positive AEG AEG
(BPSN) AUC (BNSP) AUC
AUC(D−д + D+д ) AUC(D+ + D−д ) AUC(D− + D+д ) 12 −
MWU(D−д,D−)
|D−д | |D− |
1
2 −
MWU(D+д,D+)
|D+д | |D+ |
Table 1: The full suite of unintended bias metrics. Highlighted distributions indicate which data is used to calculate each
metric.
mis-orderings between positive and negative examples across the
subgroup and background, with the goal of few mis-orderings or
high separability. For the AEGs, we compare positive examples from
the subgroup with positive examples from the background, with
the goal of low separability. In particular, if Equality of Opportunity
held for our classifier at every threshold then that would mean that,
if a point i (with model score Yˆi ) were chosen uniformly at random
from the positive background data D+ and a point j (with model
score Yˆj ) were chosen uniformly at random from our subgroup data
D+д , then:
P
{
Yˆi > Yˆj |Yi ∈ D+,Yj ∈ D+д
}
=
1
2
That is to say, given that both data points are positive examples
from the two distributions, the probability that either score is higher
than the other should be the same. Again, as a metric, we express
this as:
Definition 3 (Positive Average Eqality Gap). If a point i
(with model score Yˆi ) were chosen uniformly at random from the
background data D+ and a point j (with model score Yˆj ) were chosen
uniformly at random from our subgroup data D+д , then the average
equality gap is:
Positive AEG = 12 − P
{
Yˆi > Yˆj |Yi ∈ D+,Yj ∈ D+д
}
We can rewrite the above definitions using the Mann-Whitney
U test statistic [14] to come up with an efficient closed form for
computing the Positive Average Equality Gap:
Definition 4 (Positive Average Eqality Gap).
Positive AEG = 12 −
MWU(D+д ,D+)
|D+д | |D+ |
Analogously, the equivalent definitions of Negative Average
Equality Gap follows from simply substituting the negative datasets
for the positive ones in the above definitions.
Finally, we show:
Theorem 3.1. All definitions of Average Equality Gap are equiva-
lent.
Proof. The equivalence of definitions 3 and 4 follow from the
definition of the Mann-WhitneyU test statistic. The equivalence of
4 and 2 is shown identically to earlier proofs of the equivalence of
AUC and MWU scores (see, for example Section 2 of [14]). □
3.2.2 Properties of Average Equality Gap. By Definition 2, we see
that the Average Equality Gap as a metric can range in value from
-0.5 to 0.5. At each of these extremes, it represents a different type
of bias where the TPR of the subgroup is consistently higher or
lower, respectively, than that of the background.
The optimal value of the Average Equality Gap metric is 0, which
means the subgroup and background distributions have identical
means.
Definition 2 leads to the following corollaries:
Theorem 3.2. If Equality of Opportunity holds for every threshold
then the Average Equality Gap will be 0.
Proof. If Equality of Opportunity holds for every threshold then
x(t) = y(t) for all t in Definition 2. Thus the Average Equality Gap
will be 0. □
Theorem 3.3. If the Average Equality Gap is 0 then Equality of
Opportunity must hold for some non-trivial threshold 0 < t < 1.
Proof. Equality of Opportunity always trivially holds if you
threshold the classifier at 0 or 1. However, if the Average Equality
Gap is 0 then, by the Average Value Theorem for Integrals, we must
also have that x(t) = y(t) for some 0 < t < 1 where x(t),y(t) are
defined as in Definition 2. □
3.3 Comparison of Metrics
In this section, we discuss the different strengths and weaknesses
of the AUC-based metrics and the AEGs at tackling a range of
common biases. Table 2 outlines simulated data distributions that
exhibit common biases and reports our newly introduced metrics
for bias.
A Small score shift This type of bias occurs when a machine
learning classifier outputs a consistently higher (or lower) score
for a subgroup than for the overall data distribution. We refer to
this as a “small” score shift as the shift is not to the extent as to
confuse negative examples from the subgroup with positive ex-
amples from the background distribution (or vice versa). Thus,
it is still possible to choose a single threshold that achieves a
perfect separation of positive and negative examples for both
the subgroup and the background. As we can see from Table 2,
the Average Equality Gap (AEG) is the only metrics which pick
up this subtle form of bias.
B Large score shift This type of bias is similar to the previous
one, but the shift is now large enough that negative examples
from the subgroup are mis-ordered with positive examples from
the overall distribution. Thus, it is no longer possible for a single
threshold to separate positive and negative examples from the
subgroup or the background. A threshold that is ideal for the
background distribution would result in false positives within
the subgroup, captured by the low value in BPSN AUC. This
score shift is also detected by both AEG metrics, which are
higher here than in A capturing the greater extent of the bias
in this scenario.
C Score shift and size skew (more positive) The bias shift
in this distribution is the same as the previous one, but the
available subgroup data is skewed toward having many more
positive than negative examples. Again, this picked up by the
BPSN and BNSP AUCs and AEGs, exactly as in B, demonstrat-
ing the metrics’ robustness to imbalanced datasets.
D Left score shift This type of bias is similar to B, except that
the subgroup scores are shifted downward (to the left). Here,
the bias is captured again by negative values in both AEGs,
indicating the downward shift in scores, and by the low value
in BNSP AUC, indicating the likelihood of false negatives for
the subgroup at thresholds ideal for the background.
E Low subgroup separability This type of bias represents a
classifier which simply underperforms on a subgroup relative
to the background distribution, resulting in low separability
within the subgroup only. The intermingling of positive and
negative examples from the subgroup is captured in the Sub-
group AUC metric. Because this also implies a shift in one or
both of the subgroup distributions, it will also be captured by
the AEGmetrics. The sign of the AEGmetric corresponds to the
direction of the shift, so in this example, the -0.48 corresponds
to the left-shift of the positive examples in the subgroup and
the 0.48 corresponds to the right shift of the negative examples
in the subgroup. Note that the shifts are not so large as to cause
overlap between negative examples in the subgroup and posi-
tive examples in the background (or vice versa), so the BPSN
and BNSP AUCs are both still high.
F Wide subgroup score range without overlap This distri-
bution represents the scenario where the classifier produces a
higher variance of scores for the subgroup than the background
distribution, but the means for these distributions are the same.
None of the bias metrics introduced here perceive any bias in
this case. Whether this is considered problematic bias depends
on the use case, if it is, you’ll want to use more sensitive metrics
than those introduced in this work.
G Wide subgroup score range with overlap This distribution
is similar to F, except that the subgroup distributions are now
so wide that they overlap with each other and with the opposite
class background distributions. The AUC metrics, especially
Subgroup AUC, perceive this type of bias.
In summary, the different metrics can be used in combination
to diagnose different types of bias. Of course, these scenarios are
not an exhaustive list of all possible types of bias, but they help to
illuminate some of the differences between these metrics.
Overall, Subgroup AUC and BPSN and BNSP AUCs identify any
bias significant enough to cause mis-orderings between negative
and postive examples, i.e. bias that interferes with selecting a sin-
gle threshold that works similarly across groups. Subgroup AUC
highlights when those mis-orderings are caused by poor model
understanding within the subgroup, and BPSN and BNSP AUCs
highlight when the misorderings are caused by score shifts. The
AEGs go beyond the AUCs to identify bias in the distribution itself,
even when (non-trivial) perfect thresholding is possible. Both AEGs
and BPSN and BNSP AUCs provide insight into the directionality
of score shifts.
It’s important to note that the correct handling of subtle varia-
tions in distributions must be decided on case by case basis. Some
cases of subtle variations that the metrics highlight, such as A, may
not be considered problematic bias in all model use cases. Other,
even more subtle variations like F, do not trigger any of these met-
rics. Generally, if the AUC values reveal variation across groups,
that likely indicates a problematic bias as it confirms mis-orderings
around the relevant subgroups. If the AEGs reveal variation across
groups, that may indicate problematic bias, however that bias may
not be severe enough to cause mis-orderings. And, as with any
other suite of metrics, it’s always possible that there is subtle bias
that the metrics cannot detect.
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We demonstrate this suite of metrics using the publicly available
toxicity classifiers provided by the Perspective API ([11]). We use
two test sets, 1) a synthetically generated, bias-focused test set
following [5] and 2) a large dataset of online comments with human
labels for both identity and toxicity.
A B C D E F G
Description Small right Large right Score shift Large left Low subgroup Wide subgroup Wide subgroup
score shift score shift and size skew score shift separability score range score range
(more positive) without overlap with overlap
Subgroup AUC 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.93 1.0 0.92
BPSN/BNSP AUCs 0.99/1.0 0.76/1.0 0.76/1.0 1.0/0.77 0.99/0.99 1.0/1.0 0.98/0.97
AEGs 0.42/0.42 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 -0.5/-0.5 -0.48/0.48 -0.02/0.02 0.03/-0.03
Table 2: Examples of score distributions demonstrating bias.
4.1 Models
Using our metrics, we compare two versions of Perspective API’s
toxicity classifier, the initial TOXICITY@1 and the latest TOXIC-
ITY@6. TOXICITY@1 was shown to have significant unintended
bias around identity words like "gay" and "transgender", both by
independent analysis and by the Perspective team [13]. TOXIC-
ITY@6 was built using the bias mitigation techniques presented
in [5] and, and therefore we expect to see reduced unintended bias
between these two models across our new metrics.
4.2 Synthetic Test Set
The synthetic dataset contains 77k examples generated from tem-
plates using 50 identity terms, 50% toxic and 50% non-toxic across
all terms. These examples are constructed explicitly to measure
unintended bias based on identity terms. The examples are simple
sentences that should be clearly toxic or clearly non-toxic, regard-
less of identity terms present.
4.3 Synthetic Test Set Results
In Table 3, we show Subgroup AUC, BPSN AUC, BNSP AUC, Neg-
ative AEG, and Positive AEG for both TOXICITY models on the
synthetic dataset. The dataset contains 50 identity terms, here we
show results for the lowest performing 20 subgroups.
Bias tends to skew towards toxicity for certain groups. For TOX-
ICITY@1, we see low values for BPSN AUC for identity terms
homosexual, gay, and lesbian, and to a lesser extent transgender and
heterosexual. This reveals the tendency of the TOXICITY@1 model
to mis-associate those words with toxicity, and therefore produce
high toxicity scores for non-toxic examples with these words, align-
ing with the findings of frequent false positives for these identity
terms in [13]. This unintended bias is reduced in TOXICITY@6,
but not completely eliminated.
Subgroup AUC and BNSP AUC show relatively high values
across all groups, in both TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6. This
emphasizes that the model is generally effective at distinguishing
toxic from non-toxic examples within every group (subgroup AUC),
even for the groups that show an incorrect tendency towards toxic-
ity in the BPSN AUC discussed above. In addition, the high BNSP
values show that mis-orderings of toxic comments referring to
identities that would lead to false negatives are rare.
Score distributions vary widely across groups. The Average Equality
Gap values reveal a much more complex view of the model than
the AUCs. As expected, identities with low BPSN AUC (e.g. homo-
sexual, gay, and lesbian) also have high Negative AEG values, both
indicating an upward shift (towards toxicity) of model scores for
non-toxic items. However, several identities, such as bisexual, trans,
queer, and black, have high BPSN AUCs and also high Negative
AEGs values. For these groups, there is also an upward shift in
model scores for non-toxic items, but it is not large enough to cause
mis-orderings with toxic items. In addition, we see relatively large
improvement in BPSN AUC values from TOXICITY@1 to TOXI-
CITY@6, but only minimal change in the Negative AEGs for the
same identities, confirming again that the upward shift of model
scores for non-toxic comments with these identities is reduced but
not eliminated.
4.4 Human Labeled Dataset
Synthetic test sets, while useful for capturing issues not present in
real data, may not provide accurate results for real scenarios with
different data distributions. In addition, synthetic sets are limited to
the specific identity terms that are manually curated, and therefore
are unlikely to capture the true diversity of ways that identities are
discussed in real conversation.
To facilitate unintended bias evaluation on real data, we designed
techniques to have humans label the identity content within real
data. We presented crowd raters with a comment and asked a set of
questions including, for example, “What genders are referenced in
the comment?” and “What races or ethnicities are referenced in the
comment?”. For each question, raters selected the set of identities
present in the comment from a provided list. Using human labeling
for identity content allows us to capture nuanced identity content
Synthetic Test Set
TOXICITY@1 TOXICITY@6
AUCs AEGs AUCs AEGs
Table 3: Comparison between TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 on the synthetic dataset.
Category Identity Options
Gender Male, Female, Transgender, Other gen-
der
Sexual Orientation Heterosexual, Homosexual, Bisexual,
Other sexual orientation
Religion Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, Bud-
dhist, Atheist, Other religion
Race or ethnicity Black, White, Latino/Latina/Latinx,
Other race or ethnicity
Disability Physical disability, Intellectual or learn-
ing disability, Psychiatric disability or
mental illness, Other disability
Table 4: Full list of identity options presented to crowd raters
that term-based analysis would miss, such as “same-sex marriage”
or “people who do not believe in any god”.
The set of identities labelled by raters is not comprehensive
and does not provide universal coverage. This set was designed to
balance the coverage of identities, crowd rater accuracy, and ensure
that each labeled identity has enough examples in the final data set
to provide meaningful results. The full list of identities labeled can
be found in Figure 4.
This data was also labeled for toxicity using the same crowd
rating guidelines as published by the Perspective API ([18], [19]).
This labeling asks raters to rate the toxicity of a comment, selecting
from “Very Toxic”, “Toxic”, “Hard to Say”, and “Not Toxic”. Raters
were also asked about several subtypes of toxicity, although these
labels were not used for the analysis in this work.
Using these rating techniques we created a dataset of 1.8 million
comments, sourced from online comment forums, containing labels
for toxicity and identity. While all of the comments were labeled for
toxicity, and a subset of 450,000 comments was labeled for identity.
Some comments labeled for identity were preselected using models
built from previous iterations of identity labeling to ensure that
crowd raters would see identity content frequently.
Table 5 shows the toxicity percentage for a selection of identities,
illustrating that there is an imbalance in toxicity between different
identities, emphasizing the value of metrics that are robust to these
data skews.
Subgroup Count Percent Toxic
all comments 1,804,875 8.00%
male 44,484 15.03%
female 53,429 13.68%
transgender 2,499 21.29%
heterosexual 1,291 22.77%
homosexual 10,997 28.38%
Table 5: Percentage of toxic comments by identity in the hu-
man labeled dataset for a selection of identities.
To enable further research in this field, this entire dataset and
annotations will be released under a Creative Commons license at
https://git.io/fhpcC.
4.5 Human Labeled Dataset Results
Applying the AUC and AEG metrics to this real dataset reveals sev-
eral new insights about the two toxicity models. Table 6 compares
results for both TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 on all metrics, for
both short comments (less than 100 characters) and all comments.
We present results on short comments separately because, ac-
cording to [13], the bias mitigation implemented between TOXI-
CITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 focused on short comments. And, be-
cause, as we will see, results vary between short and long comments.
The identities shown in Table 6 are all identities that contained
more than 100 examples of short comments. Walking through Table
6, we highlight several important findings.
Real data reveals more unintended bias than synthetic data. Compar-
ing the real data results to the synthetic data results in Table 3, we
find lower values and more variation across identity subgroups in
the real data than we do in synthetic data. However, the identity
terms that show the lowest model performance in the synthetic
data are aligned with the identity groups that show the lowest per-
formance in the real data. The synthetic data is intentionally very
simple, so it is best at revealing very large discrepancies in perfor-
mance that are tied very narrowly to specific identity terms, while
the real data is much more broad and nuanced, but also potentially
noisier.
Bias tends to skew towards toxicity. Across both models and both
short and long comments, we see lower values for Subgroup AUC
and BPSN AUC and higher values for BNSP AUC. We also tend
to see positive values for Negative AEG and negative values for
Positive AEG. Together, all of these metrics indicate that the models
have a tendency to skew non-toxic comments that discuss iden-
tity towards toxicity. Given that the domain is online discussions,
the tendency towards toxicity for identity-related discussion is
aligned with general societal perceptions of online conversation,
and therefore may not be surprising. In fact, we even see that the
identities which have the most bias towards toxicity are identities
that are frequently attacked in online discussion, such as black, ho-
mosexual_gay_or_lesbian, and jewish and the identities which have
the least bias towards toxicity are male, christian, and asian, again
aligned with societal stereotypes. From these results and from what
we know of society, we can conclude that for modeling toxicity
in online conversation, the risk for bias skewed towards toxicity
for some groups is high. However, it’s still important to include all
metrics, as bias can appear in unexpected places.
Short comments show expected bias mitigation. Looking at the AUCs
and AEGs for short comments, TOXICITY@6 outperforms TOX-
ICITY@1 in most identities and metrics. This is expected since
TOXICITY@6 includes data based on the bias mitigation meth-
ods described in [5] and [13]. That work found that imbalances in
toxicity in the training data for certain identity words were a ma-
jor source of bias, and that those imbalances were more prevalent
among short comments. To mitigate the bias, the authors added
additional training data to even out the prevalence of toxicity for
those identity words, adding the most additional training data to
short comments, where the imbalance was largest, so it is unsurpris-
ing that the mitigation would have more impact on short comments.
Finally, the identity groups which do not improve in these metrics,
such as black and asian, were not associated with any additional
non-toxic training data.
For all comments, we see much less change between TOXIC-
ITY@1 and TOXICITY@6, which raises the potential that the bias
mitigation did not generalize to longer comments. However, this
dataset also reveals that there was more unintended bias among
short comments in TOXICITY@1, exactly as predicted by the train-
ing data analysis in [5]. This is evident by the fact that that for
short comments the AUC values are lower (especially Subgroup
AUC and BPSN AUC) and all metrics have more variation across
groups.
Table 7 visualizes the larger bias for short comments and the
improvement between TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 for the
identity group homosexual_gay_or_lesbian. Each image shows the
score distributions for non-toxic comments (green arc, towards
the left) and toxic comments (purple arc, towards the right). The
top charts show the score distributions for both models on short
comments and the lower charts shows all comments. For short com-
ments and TOXICITY@1, the non-toxic and toxic distributions for
the identity group are almost entirely overlapping with each other,
and with the background toxic distribution, illustrating the bias we
see in the low Subgroup AUC, BPSN AUC, and Negative AEG. For
short comments and TOXICITY@6, the non-toxic distribution for
the identity group is shifted to the left (lower scores) showing some
improvement, which aligns with the improvement we see in those
metrics.
The metrics and distributions show that the bias mitigation
brought unintended bias in short comments, where it was strongest,
in line with unintended bias overall, where it was less visible. These
results mirror the bias-mitigating training data adjustment, where
toxicity percentages among short comments with certain identity
terms were brought in line with percentages for other words. Over-
all, this evaluation on real data reveals that the bias mitigation
between TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 impacts the model as
designed, but there is still room for improvement.
5 CONCLUSION AND FURTHERWORK
We introduced a new suite of metrics for unintended bias, based on
ROC-AUC and Mann-Whitney U scores. These metrics provide a
detailed and nuanced view of the types of bias present in a model
Human Labeled - Short Comments Only
TOXICITY@1 TOXICITY@6
AUCs AEGs AUCs AEGs
Human Labeled - All Comments
TOXICITY@1 TOXICITY@6
AUCs AEGs AUCs AEGs
Table 6: Comparison between TOXICITY@1 and TOXICITY@6 short comments and all comments in the human labeled
dataset.
and overcome limitations of similar metrics like Equality Gap in
that they are threshold agnostic.
We developed and applied an evaluation method for our intro-
duced metrics using a variety of example illustrative distributions.
This highlights the differences in various metric behaviors for differ-
ent kinds of bias. We then demonstrated our metrics using existing
toxicity classifiers that are provided by the Perspective API [11].
Short Comments Only
TOXICITY@1 TOXICITY@6
Background Background
homosexual_gay_or_lesbian homosexual_gay_or_lesbian
All Comments
TOXICITY@1 TOXICITY@6
Background Background
homosexual_gay_or_lesbian homosexual_gay_or_lesbian
Table 7: Score distributions comparison for comments la-
beled as containing identity homosexual for short com-
ments only and all comments, comparingTOXICITY@1 and
TOXICITY@6.
This involved adapting existing synthetic datasets used for unin-
tended bias measurement of text classifiers.
Finally we extend beyond the synthetic test set methodology,
leveraging the improved nuance of the newly introduced metrics by
crowdsourcing a large new corpus of nearly 2 million annotations
of comments, providing one of the first studies of unintended bias
based on identity references in text classification on real data. Our
evaluation using this new dataset highlights how the new metrics
also reveal new challenges for bias mitigation, highlighting that bias
is still present in models that have undergone some bias mitigation.
Further work in this area could study:
• Developing effective strategies for choosing optimal thresh-
olds to minimize unintended bias. While the threshold ag-
nostic metrics we present provide an understanding of bias
in the underlying model scores, this does not mean that all
thresholds will have the same results.
• Evaluating the relative benefit of the newly introduced dataset
compared to sub-string matching of terms that reference an
identity.
• A more systematic definition of the kinds of synthetic distri-
butions that can be used to evaluate and categorize metrics
for unintended bias.
• Developing a full taxonomy of different possible biases and
a systematic approach for these metrics to be used in their
diagnosis.
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